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small group work which we take to include pair work is often a misunderstood
misused and mismanaged form of interaction in the language classroom though many

language teachers may have tried using this technique many of them may have also

given it up altogether due to practical problems or perhaps because the small group

work activities they tried before never really took off on the other hand there are some

teachers who do use small group work without really knowing why except that it makes
themdiem appear up to date with new trends in english language teaching who would

want to be called out of date

the voices of experience

what story does your experience of small group work tell you see if your expe-
rience is similar to any of those expressed in the statements listed below adapted from
BuclBucbucibucldeybucideyideydey 1982

1 1I have to teach my students the language ie grammar vocabulary pronuncia-
tion they cant leamlearn that in groups

2 1I found pair work and group work too complicated to use with large classes eg
50 or more students

3 small group work is too time consuming

4 1I need to be able to correct my students I1 wont be able to do that if the students

are in groups

5 when I1 tried out group work the students made so much noise the teacher next
door complained

6 the students couldnt understand what they were supposed to do

7 the students just didnt want to work with each other

note reprinted by permission from the ACELTACELT journal vol 2 no 1 april 1998

jateneoateneo center for english language teaching ateneo de manila university philippines
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8 the students simply spent time talking just about anything other than working on

the group task

9 the group activity went on too long and the students dndriedi ed up

10 the students kept on talking inin the vernacular while doing group work in theiltheftthell

english class

if you resonate with many of the statements above welcome to the club but this

isis no reason to despair the good news is although there are many practical problems

inin tbethe use of small group work most of these problems can be overcome in addition

the advantages of small group work in the language classroom far outweigh the pract-

ical difficulties it presents

our bias

this paper will argue for the use of small group work as a means of maximisingmaximizingmaxim ising

learning inin the english language classroom it can be used with the majority of areas

and skills involved in english teaching more importantly small group work is an idealidd
way of providing the freedom students need in learning and of helping students help

themselves to learn

to be able to maximize the use of small group work it is important to understand

the why of small group work why do we use small group work inin particular activ-

ities in our class what principles will help us decide when to use pair or small group

work and not whole class activity Is there a framework which can guide teachers in

choosing a particular form of classroom interaction if the why is clear to us the

practical problems become easier to solve in this paper we will also look at the how

of small group work how do we overcome the logistical difficulties in using smagsmau

group work how do we manage pair work or small group work

the why of small group work

when we advocate the use of small group work we do not mean that we are asking

for anyone to do away with whole class work it would be asking for the impossible bdbutbuidui

to help us understand the why of small group work it would be good to recognize the

advantages and disadvantages of whole class work let us look at a list of uses and lim-

itations of whole class interaction drawn up by a group of teachers in one of our sernseminarsinam

advantages disadvantages

time saving less student participation

achieves immediate results A few students dominate discussion
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easier to manage class slow students are neglected

students receivereceive uniform instruction teacher dominates

less effort inm preparation the setupset up isis less personal

classroom logisticslogistic isis easiereaslereasiereasler to handle difficult to differentiate students abilities

expected by students less affective

preparatory step before group work mistake correction becomes a teacher s

ordeal

reduced quantity and quality of learning

less freedom for learning

As we can see from the list there are many benefits in using whole class work in

such type of interaction the teacher can make sure that everybody in class gets the same

information he or she wants to get across hence learning isis more controlled there
are certain activities in which whole class work is indispensable eg giving instruc-
tions before group work in other situations a teacher often resorts to whole class work

when things have to be finished within a limited amount of time

while control is the main strength of this mode of classroom interaction it is also

its main limitation it limits students freedom and creativity if whole class work isis

used always in the classroom or if it is the only mode of interaction used it will seri-

ously stunt the language learning of students at the early stages of the lesson control
is important eg to make sure students are getting uniform instruction but the teacher
should learn to slowly relinquish the responsibilities of learning to whom they really
belong the learners

making the right choice

what we need therefore is a judicious choice of form of classroom set up or organiza-

tion when do we use whole class interaction or small group work what principle can

guide us in deciding on the appropriate class interaction for specific activities inin our lesson

byrne 1995 offers a framework which can help us teachers in deciding on the

appropriate kind of classroom interaction whole class or pair and group work or on the

appropriate combination of these kinds of interaction depending on our mainmalnmainmaln activity
objective the key here is the main objective of the phase of the language lesson what
is our goal accuracy or fluency
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accuracy activities are meant to make sure that students get enough practice inin a

particular grammar point or vocabulary or pronunciation the objective isis to get stu-

dents to practice a certain language point accurately this comprises the practice stage

of a lesson fluency activities on the other hand are meant to give students opportuni-

ty to use the language points they have learned the objective of these activities isis for

students to use the language freely even if they make mistakes these activities com-

prise what we call the production part of the lesson

in actual teaching situations we will need to provide opportunities for both accura-

cy and fluency work it isis our responsibility as language teachers to determine the

appropriate class organization whole class pair work and group work to be able to

achieve the goal of the lesson phase accuracy or fluency inin such a way that students

will be cognitively challenged and affectively involved let us look at bymesbyrnes 1995

framework see fig 1

figure I11
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there are four areas of interaction in this model

A accuracy activities controlled by the teacher and done with the whole class

drills and most traditional language games are examples of activities of this kind they
arearcarmamm easy to do with the whole class perhaps divided into teams though and they are

usually intended to practice specific bits of language other activities can take the form
of controlled conversation listening and writing

B accuracy activities directed by the learners and done in pairs or occasionally
in groups mini dialogue practice is one form of this activity the students work in

pairs using a model provided by the teacher the dialogue isis intended to provide prac-

tice in grammar and vocabulary the students can vary the dialogue or even go on to

change it altogether other activities in this form of interaction are role play games
questionnaires listening writing

C fluency activities controlled by the teacher and done with the whole class
one form of misthismls is a class discussion where the teacher does only some of the talking
and students do most of it expressing their own ideas interacting with one another if
this student participation doesnt take place it would be better for the teacher to allow

the students to do this activity in groups other activities of this type can take the form

of storytellingstory telling simulation games listening writing

D fluency activities directed by the learners and done in groups or occa-

sionallysionally in pairs these are activities which encourage students to use the target lan-

guage freely eg discussion games role play project work listening reading and
writing

the overall point thus is that the classroom format should be varied to suit the
stage in the learningleaming process which is at hand sometimes whole class work will be the

most appropriate form but there will also be numerous other occasions when students

will need the greater freedom and responsibility that can only be achieved through pair
or small group work

sampling the choices

to understand more concretely what we have discussed so far let us take a look at

a segment of a lesson on the topic of leadership the main objective of this phase of
the lesson is fluency production using the language points taught in the lesson asking
WH questions and responding to such questions

in stage I11 of the lesson the teacher is preparing the class for the small group work
that will follow by reviewing both the information and the language structures the stu-

dents will need in their production in the second half of stage 1 there isis a bit of lan
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guage practice this type of activity belongs to byrnesbymes quadrant A accuracy activiacrivi

ties controlled by the teacher and done with the whole class this whole class activity

isis also for the purpose of giving the students uniform instructions for their group workwort

stage 1 whole class work

remember yesterdays lesson on leadership

what kind of seminars have you attended

what happens during a seminar

look at activity 10 read through the schedule

activity 10

here is a schedule of the first day of the leadership seminar

friday september 19

800 900am900am registration of delegates

9001000900 1000 opening session

1 welcome dr maximiano pulan

mayor of tagaytayTag aytay city

2 objectives & procedures

dr jossie lacson

seminar director

100010301000 1030 break

103012001030 1200 lecture what is a good teacher

dr vicky calderon

open forum

1200 100pml00pm lunch

100 230pm lecture the need for good leaders

dr tess catamoracutamoraCatamora

open forum

230300230 300 break

300500300 500 workshop
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teacher last week we studied WH questions and short responses

ask a WH Q to get info look at examples on p 91 when did the

seminar start what time did you register

other questions and answers eg who will give opening remarks

etc 1 I answer

anything in the schedule you dont understand ip eg workshop

anything else I1 where 41 tagaytayTagaytay have clue

the use of small group work in stage 2 allows room for students creativity

designing their own seminars can be fun cognitively and affectively involving for
the students the use of pair work in stage 3 further devolves ownership of the learn-
ing activity to the learnerleamer each student has the responsibility to gather information
from as well as disseminate information to hisheraisher partner these types of activities

belong to quadrant D fluency activities directed by the learners and done in groups or

occasionally in pairs in bymesbyrnes model of classroom interaction

stage 2 small group work groups of 5 or 6

what does a seminar schedule contain

times

activitytopicsactivityltopicsactivity topics

datesdaydatesidaydatedatessadaysIdaysawayday

speakerspersonsspeakers1personsspeakers persons

place

each group will make their own schedule for a one or half day semi-

nary am3m 10 minutes to make own schedule write names and sched-

ule on sheet of note paper teacher asks students to make the topic

something their classmates are likely to be interested in each member

of the group is instructed to make a copy of the groups schedule

stage 3 pair work

work in pairs with members of another group to exchange information
about each others schedules but do not show your partner yours

heshehelshebelshe should find it out by asking Qs decide which member of the

pair will ask first write down the partners schedule have 232 3 mins

each way 0 swap over
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then form into your groups again and constructreconstructre the other groups
schedule together

stage 4 of the lesson ends with whole class discussion to synthesize the learningleaming

from the free communication activity here the teacher directs the discussion to

encourage the students to freely express their opinion on and evaluation of the seminars

designed by the different groups quadrant C

stage 4 small group work whole class work

write other groups schedule on manila paper and own schedule on

piece of paper

post the other groups schedule and put your groups piece of paper
with your own schedule on beside the copy of it done by the other

group

mill around to view the posters etc

which groups got it right 0 analysisdiagnosisanalysisldiagnosisanalysis diagnosis etc

which seminar would you attend and why

in summary we can see that the teacher in this phase of the lesson on leadership

chose to use mainly small group work because it would allow the students the freedom

and sense of responsibility for their own learning the main objective of this part of the

lesson is production the ownership by the students of the information and language

processed inin the lesson

the how of small group work

after choosing small group work as an appropriate form of interaction for a certain

activity the next big question that the teacher faces is how do I1 deal with the logistics

of setting it up

the following guidelines might be helpful in considering answers to this question

cf nolasco and arthur 1995

stage instructions for the learners

we know from our own experience that vaguely worded or unfocused instructions

are a major source of chaos in the classroom this problem is more palpably felt in large

classes which is more the rule than the exception in the secondary and tertiary level

institutions around the world appropriate instructions play a vital role in setting up the

learners to accomplish the given task staging instructions has to do with giving them
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piecemeal or in stages as it were so that the learners are not confused about what they

need to carry out

demonstrate the task when necessary

learners sometimes do not fully grasp all instructions especially if their minds are

racing ahead wondering how to accomplish what for them may be a potentially complex

task the teacher can then demonstrate part of the instructions eg doing the first few

tasks either with the learners or for the learners to offset their anxiety

speak clearly

its a rule of thumb in theater to project oneself to the farthest person in the hall

the same holds true in the classroom our audience are our students so we must ensure

that our voice and pronunciation are clear As a guiding principle we can project our

voice by pushing in our diaphragm this requires muscle work the secret here is not

volume of the voice but intensity

put instructions in a logical order

from a cognitive standpoint a teacher can stage the instructions for the learners so

that they progress from simple to complex in other words the level of difficulty pro-

gresses with the instructions and activities

use simple direct statements

we want our students to go from point A to B in the simplest way we surely hope

we would not want to sound like this consider the ramifications of the nuclear issue

and congregate in groups to ruminate on this matter you have 15 minutes to do this

if we do we will be answerable to the confusion that is bound to follow compare it

with the following however first form into groups of five second share your opin-

ions on the advantages and disadvantages of nuclear energy third make a graphic pre-

sentationsentation on a poster paper of what your group has finally concluded to be the number
one advantage and the number one disadvantage of nuclear energy fourth be ready to

report about your work in class

write legibly on the board

in order to help our students remember our instructions it is not enough for us to

give them orally writing them legibly on the board will also help them visualize the

process better while they are doing their tasks in the small groups they can always

check against the written instructions to see if they are following the recommended steps

in the process
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use language suited to the level of knowledge of the learners

each discipline has its own jargon the jargon that we leamlearn in graduate school will

definitely not be understood by our high school students our challenge isis to explain

the same idea using a language that isis suited to the level of knowledge of the learners

in managing group work itself there isis also a need to train students to get used to

starting at the teacher s signal

in the same way that motorists are alert to the changing signals of a traffic light so

our students should also be alert to our signals ege g raising our hands to indicate that

a task is about to begin or saying begin

stopping when told to stop

many teachers tend to be hyper inin class employing much body language and

theatrical poses we need not lose our voices trying to shout over the din we can exude

a firmness that will be unconsciously picked up by the students theres no need to

holler stop attention attention without losing our composure and temper we can

say inin a normal tone of voice lets go back to our seats now

working with each other with the noisenoise level down

before the start of an activity we can tell the learners to speak in a normal con-

versationalversational tone or one that does not exceed the sound level of the person next to them

the teacher can demonstrate the ideal and appropriate volume level to be used in the

group discussions or the teacher can write a sound gauge on the board and direct the

students to look at the board once inin a while to check if they are still within the accept-

able decibel level for that activity

listening carefully to instructions

here isis where teacher support comes inin As we give them the instructions we can

have the students echo the instructions back to us to check for understanding of the tasks

moving into and out of groups quickly

again this requires much time to develop but if we are consistent throughout the

year in reminding the students to be snappy and alert inin the classroom by years end

we will see a very efficient set of students moving quickly and quietly around the room

these practical tips we hope are helpful reminders to us teachers to minimize our anxacx

lety about making sure that our small group activities work to the great advantage of our

learners and ourselves
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conclusion

there are two important points that we need to stress from the preceding discussion

first that using small group work isis more than just a matter of dividing the class into

groups of either two three or five as the case may be secondly that although small

group work is desirable it can be a deterrent to learning if not used appropriately Is it

whole class activity or small group workwork9worke the choice lies inin our hands but the evalua-

tion of that choice will rest on how well we have empowered our students to own their

learning
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